Sometimes selecting the right stool height can prove to be a difficult task. Do not worry, here is an easy visual guide to help you make the right buying choice:

**Counter-Height Bar stool**

A counter-height bar stool is commonly 23-28 inches from the floor to the seat (23- to 28-inch seat height). Pair counter-height bars tools with 35 to 37-inch table heights.

**Bar-Height Bar stool**

A bar-height bar stool is commonly 29-32 inches from the floor to the seat (29 to 32-inch seat height). Pair bar-height bar stools with 41 to 43-inch table heights.
An extra-tall bar stool, also known as spectator height, is commonly 33-36 inches from the floor to the seat (33 to 36-inch seat height). Pair extra-tall bar stools with 44 to 47-inch table heights.